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Abstract Future digital factories are becoming more and more softwarized.
This introduces flexibility, but the industry also demands robustness and Qual-
ity of Service (QoS) support. While 5G envisions to enable real-time applica-
tions with strict performance requirements, IEEE 802.11 networks continue to
be a viable option for indoor scenarios. However, IEEE 802.11 networks cur-
rently cannot be programmed fine-grained enough to fully support and ensure
QoS. Besides, due to the unknown or coarse-grained monitoring information
over the wireless links, detecting performance degradation is still challeng-
ing. In this paper, we propose a Software-Defined Radio Access Network (SD-
RAN) interactive management approach assisted by In-band Network Teleme-
try (INT) in IEEE 802.11 networks. We design a system-level architecture that
includes the network administrator in the management loop through monitor-
ing, visualization, and configuration activities. To demonstrate the feasibility
of our approach, we developed a prototype and evaluated its flexibility in
a real-world testbed. We argue that, with the fine-grained network informa-
tion from INT and the benefits of the Software-Defined Networking (SDN)
paradigm, an SDN-tailored system can assist in troubleshooting and assess
enhanced QoS delivery.
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1 Introduction

Despite the 5G ever-increasing demand for mobile services, services and ap-
plications are expected to run with better reliability, massive connectivity,
and low latency [3]. In the context of future digital factories, IEEE 802.11
networks provide flexibility. However, while 5G advances, such networks must
also provide robustness and Quality of Service (QoS) support. Moreover, in
this context, applications often end up sharing the wireless infrastructure and
Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM) radio bands. Therefore, making it
difficult to meet diverging Service Level Agreements (SLAs).

Network slicing, in turn, became the abstraction for providing network-
ing resources on both wired and wireless infrastructures [1]. Besides operat-
ing independently from one another, network slices provide precise network-
ing resources and traffic isolation among users and services. Considering that
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) has been facilitating network innovation
and simplifying network management, SDN-tailored systems are envisioned to
ease the creation of network slices. Although SDN simplifies and even solves
critical management issues, the instability caused by the presence of wireless
interference and physical obstacles still hampers the ample management of
wireless networks.

Future IEEE 802.11 networks are calling for flexible and programmable
networks that ensure high-reliability in dynamic scenarios. To meet the QoS
requirements, existing SDN proposals often make use of network slicing due to
its flexibility and traffic isolation capabilities [46]. However, most proposals on
network slicing focus on maximizing network usage in terms of throughput.
Whilst, essential metrics such as the End-to-End (E2E) latency and jitter,
are often left aside. Besides, given the coarse-grained level of the monitoring
information, detecting performance degradation in such scenarios is yet chal-
lenging. Therefore, to enable flexible runtime management and QoS support,
there is a need for fine-grained E2E network monitoring information.

In previous work, we evaluated the impact of airtime-based network slicing
on the E2E latency using the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) [44]
protocol and we exploited its potential to guarantee latency-related require-
ments [27]. Thereafter, besides developing and integrating queueing delay mea-
surements of Access Points (APs) into the formulation of a QoS optimization
problem [28], we proposed a delay-aware approach for performing runtime
Medium Access Control (MAC) management via airtime-based network slic-
ing, traffic shaping, and user association using Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis
(MCDA) [31,30]. Although we identified that stringent QoS requirements of
5G Mission-Critical Applications (MCAs) can be potentially met and the ping-
pong effect can be avoided, our approach was limited to the coarse-grained level
of the monitoring statistics collected at the APs.
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To address low-overhead and fine-grained network statistics, we designed,
evaluated, and demonstrated an In-band Network Telemetry (INT)-enabled
node architecture with a proof of concept implementation [19,29]. On one
hand, as INT uses regular data packets to carry telemetry instructions or data,
such a mechanism ends up offering low overhead in comparison to others. On
the other hand, instead of relying on only overall statistics such as E2E (e.g.,
throughput, packet loss), INT also enables gathering statistics on a per-hop,
per-packet, and per-flow basis. Thus, the E2E flow dynamics, state of the
wireless links, and per-hop reliability can be fully assessed.

In this paper, we present our Software-Defined Radio Access Network (SD-
RAN) interactive management approach assisted by INT in IEEE 802.11 net-
works. First, we describe the architecture and the implementation details to
realize such a system. Then, we evaluate our approach in a real-world testbed
composed of three APs, controlled by an SD-RAN and a backhaul SDN con-
troller, and eight Stations (STAs). In summary, our contributions are twofold:

1. A system-level architecture and a prototype implementation of an SD-
RAN interactive management approach assisted by INT in IEEE 802.11
networks; and

2. An experimental evaluation followed by a discussion about the challenges
and limitations of our approach.

The remainder of this paper is organized, as follows. In Section 2, we sum-
marize and motivate the need for flexible management and fine-grained moni-
toring information on wireless networks. In Section 3, we introduce our system
architecture. In Section 4, we present the design aspects and implementation
details of our developed prototype for IEEE 802.11 networks. In Section 5,
we describe our testbed, set-up, and the the results of our experimentation.
Finally, in Section 6, we discuss future opportunities and challenges while
summarizing the future work.

2 Related Work

In the context of SDN, much has been discussed about SDN and network
management by itself, mostly from the perspective of where SDN is taken as
a management tool [63]. Given the benefit of the SDN centralized view, many
approaches have been addressing monitoring, control, and management in a
high-level perspective and, thus, enhance the QoS in the IEEE 802.11 Radio
Access Network (RAN). On the other hand, statistics polling, active probing,
and INT have been the techniques used for network monitoring. In this section,
we review the major efforts in those areas.

2.1 SDN management and IEEE 802.11 QoS delivery

Despite the growing number of connected devices and data-hungry mobile
applications, 5G aims to enable services and applications to run with lower la-
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tency, better reliability, massive connectivity, and improved energy efficiency [3].
As Ultra High Definition (UHD) and 3D video content are now a reality and
the fact that applications will require Enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB),
Ultra-Reliable Low Latency Communication (URLLC), and Massive Machine
Type Communications (mMTC), industry and standardization entities have
been fostering the research towards reliable and improved QoS delivery [2]. In
the context of IEEE 802.11 networks, QoS has been pursued via Enhanced
Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) parameters adaptation and network slic-
ing. Besides, proposals have often benefited from the centralized view of SDN
to present sophisticated solutions for load balancing and mobility support.

After the IEEE 802.11e amendment [24] established the foundations for
traffic prioritization, many investigations focused on queuing management as
a means to enhance QoS [38,53,43,10]. With the improvements in radio re-
source utilization provided by the IEEE 802.11n amendment [25], researchers
focused on channel optimization and fairness (e.g., modifying or predicting the
Aggregated MAC Service Data Unit (A-MSDU) behavior) [50,35,5,39,54]. To
overcome the the well-known IEEE 802.11 Performance Anomaly [20] and en-
hance the QoS delivery, researchers have been addressing infrastructure shar-
ing via network slicing [46,48,22,4,21,11,27,28,47,30]. Although most work
has been only assessed via simulation, there were several practical implemen-
tations as well [22,4,21,11].

Coronado et al. [11] enabled runtime E2E network slicing while ensuring
resource isolation. The authors presented a framework capable of performing
programmable, flow-based, and dynamic E2E network slicing over heteroge-
neous RANs. The proposed solution was implemented and experimented on a
real-world testbed where network slicing was analysed in terms of throughput.
In addition, the authors make use of the Light Virtual Access Point (LVAP) ab-
straction, first proposed by Grunenberger and Russeau [17], to handle STA/AP
communication from a centralized point of view. The LVAP abstraction allows
a physical AP to use different LVAPs for communication with each STA. This,
in turn, avoided problems that are caused by legacy handover algorithms such
as unnecessary re-associations and connection disruptions.

Several other frameworks [65,56,68,69,51,49] used the LVAP abstraction,
or similar, to enable seamless handovers. Nonetheless, Ethanol [42] focused in a
more complete set of primitives, allowing to configure features such as mobility
domain and security. Thus, taking advantage of such frameworks, researchers
have been proposing different sorts of user association algorithms and thus
enhancing load balancing of flows across APs mobility support, fairness, and
QoS [31] [30] [12,16,67]. Generally, such user association algorithms have been
proposed aiming to minimize the average number of STAs assigned to an
AP and maximize the overall throughput of the network and Received Signal
Strength Indicator (RSSI) [30].

In contrast, the ORCHESTRA framework [66,14,13] enabled seamless han-
dover between different wireless technologies. Throughout a software overlay,
the authors propose a virtual MAC layer where network applications interact
with a single virtual network interface. In this manner, the proposed virtual
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MAC layer can handle packets through multiple Network Interface Card (NIC)
seamlessly in addition to perform load balancing of flows between different
wireless technologies (e.g., Long-Term Evolution (LTE) and IEEE 802.11). As
usual SDN, the ORCHESTRA controller is able to control virtual MAC layer
implementation from a centralized point of view.

Vassilaras et al. [60] state that future wireless networks have to consider
E2E latency requirements for a service chain where feasible slice embedding
must also satisfy and guarantee the QoS requirements. Yet, verifying the
QoS E2E throughout a wireless network remains challenging. In our previous
work [27] [28] [31] [30] we studied the impact of performing airtime-based net-
work slicing and user association at the RAN. However, only a coarse-grained
level of monitoring was addressed and, hence, limiting the understanding and
the insights about the network behavior. In this paper, we propose an SD-
RAN interactive management approach to foster further research on flexible
and programmable IEEE 802.11 networks.

2.2 Network Monitoring and INT

Network monitoring is one of the fundamental management activities to un-
derstand and control network behavior. In SDN, both monitoring and inter-
active visualizations are crucial to trace functional parameters of novel appli-
cations and for the endorsement of network controllers jurisdiction [63] [32].
In this context, accurate and timely monitoring usually impacts the network
load while sparse monitoring compromises its accuracy and hence the insights
about the data measured. Many studies pointed out possible bottlenecks at the
control channel and attempted to alleviate them by distributing the control
logic [6]. On the other hand, monitoring techniques such as device statistics
polling [57] [55] and active probing [41] also attempted to decrease the com-
munication overhead using an adaptive polling rate [61] or probing rate [45].
However, given the coarse granularity of the monitored information, these
techniques are not always able to identify network performance issues [37].

In SDN, network conditions are much more dynamic because of facilitated,
frequent software installation and changes. Therefore, INT has gained even
more interest in the research community. Several studies have presented the
use of INT on different host environments and networks [34,58,18,23,15,7].
There, authors have discussed how INT monitoring information assists net-
work troubleshooting and enhance network performance. Bhamare et al. [7]
present a system that combines INT with active probing to perform monitor-
ing of flexible Virtual Network Function (VNF) service chains and enhance
scalability. Their solution consists of the use of active probing, between the
SDN controller and network devices, and an INT-enabled network that adds
telemetry information into the active probes. To implement the INT-enabled
programmable switches, the authors used P4 [8], a high-level language for pro-
gramming protocol-independent packet processors. Despite the limited over-
head, the presence of active probing negatively impacts the control channel.
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There are several implementations of an INT monitoring system [58,18,23,
33]. Among those, the INT layer has been mainly implemented and tested on
wired networks. The authors have proposed an INT layer in Open vSwitch1 by
combining the P4 INT implementation with extended Berkeley Packet Filters
(BPFs). On the other hand, others have implemented INT for the SDN con-
troller ONOS2 using the P4 programming language. To date, apart from the
wired networks, INT implementations were only evaluated on Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSNs) [33]. The authors presented an INT design for Industrial
Wireless Sensor Networks (IWSN) focused on minimizing resource consump-
tion and communication overhead while offering extensive monitoring capabil-
ities. Besides, the authors presented how INT monitoring can be assessed for
network management such as to enhance network awareness, enhance network
control and isolation, and assist network troubleshooting.

Despite the importance of gathering fine-grained monitoring information
at runtime, the time spent processing on analyzing it cannot be neglected.
Therefore, some authors [52] [59] focused on the extraction of network events
based on the raw monitoring data, gathered with INT. The Prometheus INT
exporter [52] enables network information extraction into metrics and pushes
its values to a gateway. Later, a database scrapes the latest data retrieved from
the gateway periodically. Tu et al. [59] presented a high-performance collector
for INT. The proposed mechanism is capable of extracting the important net-
work information from the INT raw data. Based on network events, the authors
show how monitoring data stored is reduced as well as the Central Processing
Unit (CPU) usage due to data processing. Nonetheless, besides controlling the
granularity of the monitoring and hence avoid excessive overhead, the network
needs to react in response to high-level policies. Therefore, besides that the
E2E latency, E2E jitter, and throughput requirements are challenging to be
guaranteed in wireless networks, they are often unknown due to the coarse
granularity of the monitoring information.

In our previous work [27,31,28,30] we pursued enhanced QoS delivery by
performing airtime-based network slicing and user association at the IEEE
802.11 RAN while performing traffic shaping at the end devices. However,
we addressed only a coarse-grained level of monitoring and, hence, limited
the understanding and insights about the network behavior. We designed and
evaluated an INT-enabled node architecture with a proof of concept implemen-
tation [19] and demonstrated the use of such fine-grained network information
in a real-world testbed [29]. In this work, we present a complete SD-RAN inter-
active management approach with system-level architecture, implementation
details, and comprehensive evaluation. The demonstration of our SDN-based
framework in action where fine-grained E2E network statistics can be gath-
ered using INT are used for network management in a real-world testbed is
presented in [29].

1 https://www.openvswitch.org/
2 https://www.opennetworking.org/onos/
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Fig. 1: SDN-enabled layered network architecture.

3 System Overview

We consider an SDN-enabled scenario where the network is managed by a
centralized controller and therefore has the overall view over the network re-
sources. Typically, the network infrastructure is shared by multiple tenants
(i.e., virtual operators or service providers) and has to support specific SLAs
as QoS requirements (e.g., the average expected throughput, average/median
latency over time, and packet error ratio thresholds). Figure 1 illustrates our
SDN-enabled layered network architecture.

3.1 Software-defined IEEE 802.11 RAN

In the context of IEEE 802.11 networks, the RAN consists of a set of APs,
a.k.a Wireless Termination Points (WTPs), responsible for delivering data
from different services to/from several users (STAs). Each AP has resources to
be shared and therefore has to be properly managed. To collect measurements
at the AP, the IEEE 802.11 interface is set to monitor mode. To control
resource utilization and ensure QoS delivery at the RAN, we use network
slicing following the Quality of Service Slicing (QoSS) definition of slices [48].
The minimum chunk of wireless resources that can be assigned to a user is
defined by an IEEE 802.11 interface at a given AP, identified by the network
interface identifier (e.g., MAC address), operating channel (e.g., 1, 6, 11),
and the type of channel (e.g., High Throughput (HT) 20MHz, Very High
Throughput (VHT) 40MHz).

To perform network reconfigurations, our proposed framework, (a.k.a.,
SDN-WiseFi), provides access to fine-grained monitoring information from
INT while facilitating network management. The network control is imple-
mented at the SD-RAN controller which, in turn, communicates with the APs
using a persistent Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) connection. Our ap-
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Fig. 2: Sequence diagram of the traffic rule creation process.

proach uses the 5G-EmPOWER platform3, including the 5G-EmPOWER SD-
RAN controller, a backhaul implementation of the SDN controller Ryu, and a
programmable agent that runs at each AP.

Two components define the programmable agent that runs at each AP: an
Open vSwitch4 instance that operates under the supervision of the OpenFlow-
enabled SDN controller and a Click modular router [36] instance implementing
the IEEE 802.11 data-path with a hypervisor. In this manner, the SD-RAN
controller can request the backhaul controller to tag traffic matching a certain
flow through the definition of traffic rules (i.e., OpenFlow rules [40]). Figure 2
illustrates the sequence of communication from the SD-RAN controller to the
Open vSwitch instance at the APs. First, the SD-RAN controller sends a
message to the backhaul SDN controller containing the traffic rule description.
The backhaul SDN controller then takes the traffic rule description and installs
the defined traffic rules in each of the APs as OpenFlow rules.

This communication between the SD-RAN controller and the Click mod-
ular router instance of the APs is given by the OpenEmpower protocol that,
besides enabling monitoring of statistics at AP, enables to perform reconfigu-
rations such as the reassignment of resources among slices and the definition
of transmission policies. Figure 3 depicts a simplified queue structure along
with the data traffic flow within a single AP.

Slices are therefore mapped by the hypervisor according to the Service
Set Identifier (SSID) and the Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP). The
SSID is the name of an IEEE 802.11 network and the DSCP determines the
priority of each IP packet. The hypervisor is in charge of creating, monitoring,
and managing network slices according to traffic rules, ensuring performance
isolation and efficient resource utilization. Each traffic rule contains multiple
aggregation buffers, one for each user in the slice and these aggregation buffers
are scheduled using the Round Robin policy. Besides, traffic rules can be com-
bined with transmission policies in which allow the definition of specific pa-
rameters for each AP/STA communication. For instance, the Modulation and
Coding Schemes (MCSes) index range used by the rate selection algorithm, the
Request to Send/Clear to Send (RTS/CTS) threshold, the multicast policy,

3 https://github.com/5g-empower/5g-empower.github.io
4 https://www.openvswitch.org/
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etc. Subsequently, frames are dequeued following the Airtime Deficit Weighted
Round Robin (ADWRR) scheduling algorithm.

3.2 ADWRR Scheduling Algorithm

The ADWRR is a scheduling algorithm designed to consider the cost of trans-
mitting a frame concerning the resources that have to be allocated to it [11].
This cost includes its length and the actual channel conditions when trans-
mitting it towards an STA. Within each of the APs, the ADWRR scheduling
algorithm is responsible to assign a fraction of the airtime, a.k.a quantum, to
each traffic rule according to its relative priority. Quantum values are allocated
to slices’ deficit counter at each of their transmission rounds in the scheduler.
Transmission rounds follow the Round Robin policy. However, the hypervisor
only serves traffic rules whose expected transmission time, estimated by a rate
control algorithm (i.e., Minstrel [64]), is smaller than the deficit counter.

Moreover, it is important to consider that the scheduler only iterates upon
active queues/slices and therefore inactive queues/slices do not cause any per-
formance degradation to the system. With ADWRR, the quantum of an indi-
vidual slice can be adjusted independently, which allows the airtime of slices
to be controlled dynamically. In this manner, higher quantum values can be
assigned to a slice supporting services with stricter performance requirements,
hence, allocating more radio resources to it. Smaller quantum values can be
assigned to slices overusing the wireless NIC. In such cases, frames are dis-
carded at the higher MAC layer when a queue reaches its maximum capacity
limit. Thus, leaving radio resources to concurrent slices.
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3.3 Programmable data plane and INT

To gather the application QoS requirements and the INT measurements over
time, we introduced a programmable data plane. First, we extended the exist-
ing programmable agent at the APs to enable appending INT statistics into
data frames. Then, at the STAs, we designed a programmable agent that,
depending on the roles assumed in the flow path (source or destination) ini-
tializes or reports INT measurements towards the controller. We use a Mes-
sage Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) broker5 where monitoring data
is exchanged via the publish–subscribe messaging pattern. Moreover, we use a
PostgreSQL database6 to store such monitoring data. The frequency in which
INT measurements flow is configurable and set by the source node in the flow
path. On the other hand, to visualize the INT measurements at runtime, we
built interactive graphs using Grafana7 which are further embedded into our
management framework.

3.4 Interactive Monitoring, Visualization, and Configuration

To enhance network manageability, our focus is to include the network ad-
ministrator in the management loop through monitoring, visualization, and
configuration activities. Therefore, we designed a framework to allow coher-
ent and high-level management, called SDN-WiseFi. Besides facilitating net-
work management such as the interaction with network controllers and algo-
rithms, our framework provides interactive visualizations to the fine-grained
INT monitoring information through an interactive Graphical User Interface
(GUI). The framework provides interactive visualizations such as the topology
and the fine-grained statistics of INT through time-series graphs at runtime.
Nonetheless, our framework allows the management of SD-RAN controllers in
a unified manner, enabling the dynamic orchestration of slices and the defini-
tion of transmission policies. In the next section, we present the design aspects
and implementation details, followed by the evaluation of our approach in a
real-world testbed.

4 Design Aspects and Implementation Details

To demonstrate the usefulness of our approach in a real-world setting, we
implemented: (i) a programmable data plane with INT-enabled features; (ii)
monitoring and control applications for maintaining statistics and performing
the network reconfigurations at the RAN; and (iii) SDN-WiseFi, an interactive
SDN management framework that allows coherent and high-level management
of the network.

5 https://mosquitto.org/
6 https://www.postgresql.org/
7 https://grafana.com/
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4.1 INT Design Aspects

The INT header format and its encapsulation within the Layer 2 packet are
being standardized by the IETF [9] [62]. However, the current INT standard-
ization draft only supports E2E reliability monitoring [9]. This method, for
example, cannot determine at which hop the packet was lost. To enable INT
monitoring in wireless networks, new hop-by-hop options are defined as well
as how they are encapsulated. Figure 4 shows the current composition of the
INT headers. The INT encapsulation header determines the type of the INT
header, the header length, and the next protocol, composing the INT options
fields. The INT header types are exclusionary and stand-in for hop-by-hop,
E2E, or proof-of-transit. Each of them is followed by the INT options field.
In Figure 4, the INT hop-by-hop header is shown, composed by the following
fields:

– Namespace ID: field used to identify each node allowed to process INT-
enabled data packets;

– Node length: the total number of nodes that can add INT measurements
before there is no space left in a packet;

– Flags: determines if the INT data is overflown, i.e., if there is no space left
to add data in the packet, and if the INT report needs to be feed-backed
to the network;

– Remaining length: determines the space left in the INT data structure
before the packet overflows; and

– Trace type: determines the type of INT parameters each node adds, includ-
ing node identifier, source and destination ports, timestamps, etc.

INT measurements are collected in a hop-by-hop or an E2E fashion. The
hop-by-hop measurements are related to the links. Whilst, the E2E measure-
ments are related to parameters that are collected only at the source and
destination nodes. Such parameters include the counter of INT-enabled mea-
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Fig. 5: Option format of the wireless link telemetry info.

surements and the timestamps for transmission and reception at source and
destination nodes. Thus, other performance indicators such as E2E latency
and jitter can be calculated. The one-way E2E latency is calculated as the
difference of the timestamps for the transmission and reception at source and
destination nodes, accordingly. On the other hand, the jitter can be calcu-
lated as the variation of the E2E latency on a per-packet basis. It is important
to notice that nodes have to be time-synchronized to accurately derive such
performance indicators.

In addition to the E2E latency and jitter as the options for the E2E INT
header, new INT options have to be defined to quantify the performance of
wireless links. For the hop-by-hop INT header, we define the options channel,
data rate, MCS, processing delay, RSSI, and the re-transmissions flag. The
processing delay stands for the time elapsed between the arrival time of INT-
enabled packets at the wireless interface and the time when the measurements
are added.

The wireless link telemetry option format is shown in Figure 5. The time
at which the packet is received is included by setting bit 2 and 3 of trace-type,
for setting the second and sub-second part, respectively. The channel field
specifies the wireless channel at which the link is operating, the RSSI, the DR,
the R, and the MCS specify the RSSI, data rate, retransmission flag, and the
MCS used. We use Layer 2 encapsulation of INT information, with the INT
header and option data field residing between Layer 2 and Layer 3 headers. In
this manner, APs can add INT data to data packets between wireless nodes
connected to the same AP, that is Layer 2 communication. As a downside,
packet processing problems occur in case the INT enabled packet traverses a
router that is not INT enabled. To this end, we limit the INT usage to private
networks, where a single subnet is used and packets do not traverse any router.

Our INT implementation is composed of three modules: source, intermedi-
ate, and sink. These modules are installed on each node and, based on the roles
they assume in a flow path (e.g., source, intermediate, or destination node), a
certain module is triggered. The modules are detailed as follows.

4.1.1 INT source module

This module runs at the end devices and is responsible to initialize the hop-
by-hop and E2E INT headers. In the case of a hop-by-hop INT header, this
module is responsible for setting the bits of the trace type field for each in-
formation required to be collected along the data path. On the other hand,
for the E2E INT header, this module initializes the INT options for encap-
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sulating the source timestamp and the counter of INT-enabled data packets.
Besides, this module is designed to interact with the application layer via
a publish-subscribe messaging pattern. In this manner, the application layer
can determine which parameters and frequency to be monitored based on the
application QoS requirements. To speed up the interaction between the INT
and application layer, the internal publish-subscribe messaging Application
Programming Interface (API) is implemented using the ZeroMQ 8 with a bro-
kerless model. Via the same interface, the application layer can determine the
frequency of the INT as well as the flows to be monitored.

4.1.2 INT intermediate module

This module runs at the intermediate nodes (e.g., APs, switches, and routers)
and is responsible to parse the INT source header and add more INT statis-
tics to its packet. Based on the set bits of the trace type field of the hop-by-
hop header, this module is responsible for adding the necessary INT parame-
ters. As hop-by-hop parameters are related to the physical channel parameters
(e.g., RSSI and channel), the module reads such parameters from the physical
header. For this, we set the interface on monitor mode so the necessary infor-
mation is read from the radio tap header. We use the monitor mode because
the physical layer data is carried to higher layers on a packet-basis rather than
polling the physical layer for parameters once every packet is received. As a
consequence, this module is limited to parameters that the driver carries in
the radio tap header. Based on the driver used, some parameters are inter-
changed. For example, some drivers add only the MCS index while others add
the actual data rate. Once filled with more INT data, the INT-enabled packet
is forwarded to the next hop.

4.1.3 INT sink module

This module runs at the end devices and it is responsible to parse, calculate,
and send the INT measurements to the SDN controllers. First, this module
collects all INT data along the flow path and calculates the E2E metrics, i.e.,
the E2E latency and jitter. Then, a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) data
structure is created, comprising the INT monitoring data. Last, this JSON
data structure is sent to the MQTT broker via a publish-subscribe messaging
system. The sink module is implemented using the MQTT Mosquitto library9.

4.2 Control and Monitoring Applications

The applications we developed are implemented as Python modules, loaded
either when the SD-RAN controller is started or using a Representational

8 https://zeromq.org/
9 https://mosquitto.org/man/libmosquitto-3.html
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State Transfer (REST) API. The monitoring applications obtain statistics in
a twofold manner. First, application QoS requirements and INT measurements
are collected via the publish–subscribe messaging pattern. Second, by perform-
ing network polling at the APs using the 5G-EmPOWER primitives [49]. The
two types of monitoring applications are detailed as follows:

– Monitoring of application QoS requirements and INT : The application
requirements and the fine-grained monitoring information from INT are
gathered via the MQTT broker. Thus, these monitoring applications must
subscribe to the INT and applications’ QoS requirements topics. The fre-
quency that INT measurements arrive at the SD-RAN controller is given
by the frequency that INT-enabled packets are reported.

– Statistics polling at APs: To perform network polling at the APs, mon-
itoring applications establish communication with the APs through the
southbound interface, implemented by the OpenEmpower protocol using a
persistent TCP connection. With configurable polling intervals, monitoring
applications gather statistics such as the throughput of slices on the APs,
transmitted/received throughput of STAs, RSSIs, and channel utilization.

Nonetheless, we maintain a set of calculated metrics based on a configurable
series of measurements. To avoid the masking effect in the presence of outliers
on the latency-related metrics, the median of the measurement window is
calculated, i.e., the Simple Moving Median (SMM). Otherwise, we calculate the
Simple Moving Average (SMA). To enable high-level management of network
resources, we implemented two control applications at the SD-RAN controller.
The parameters used to configure each application is exposed and can be
configured via a REST API. The details we present as follows:

– Transmission policy control : this application receives a set of parameters
from a REST API to be applied as the transmission policy for a given
AP/STA communication. The set of parameters include the set of MCSes
that can be used by the rate selection algorithm, the RTS/CTS threshold,
and the multicast policy. Transmission policies are specified based on the
Layer 2 destination address. Therefore, a specific transmission policy per
AP/STA communication can be created.

– Airtime-based slicing : this application adapts the airtime assigned to slices
of an AP, i.e., quantum. In a loop fashion, this application reduces or
increases the quantum configuration of slices according to their applications
requirements. In this manner, the airtime is released from slices competing
for resources that need to be prioritized or vice-versa. The parameters
of this application include the increase and decrease rates that slices are
adapted, the maximum and minimum quantum values to be assigned, the
application and slice identifiers, and the configuration loop interval.
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Fig. 6: Interactive GUI of the developed prototype.

4.3 SDN-WiseFi framework

We designed our prototype following the Model-View-Template (MVT) design
pattern and we chose Python 3.7 with Django 3.0.710 as a development frame-
work. By using a REST API as a management interface, our framework allows
interaction with the northbound interface of different network controllers and
therefore sets their expected behavior. Along with the configuration options
of monitoring and control applications, our framework provides interactive vi-
sualizations regarding the topology and monitoring statistics. The interactive
visualizations are done using Grafana and further embedded into our GUI.
The monitoring statistics show the hop-by-hop and E2E statistics gathered
with INT and the ones gathered through network polling at the AP. The im-
plementation is available on Github 11 and Figure 6 presents the GUI of our
developed prototype.

The visualization of the physical topology allows to identify the status and
to which APs STAs are currently associated. We used the term WTP to refer
to APs. At the top-middle of the physical topology are the symbols and colors
used to indicate the status of WTPs (online/offline), STAs, and types of links
(wired/wireless). Next to each node is shown their MAC addresses. At the
top-right corner of the GUI, the buttons to access the configurations of the
network. Below the physical topology visualization, the interactive charts show
INT measurements at runtime as well as the statistics gathered from the 5G-
EmPOWER primitives. In the example from Figure 6, the charts display the
results from the E2E latency and jitter of two different applications. Although,
by selecting an application or node, this information can be filtered.

10 https://www.djangoproject.com/
11 https://github.com/phisolani/SDNWiseFi
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Fig. 7: Testbed experimental setup.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our approach through experimentation conducted
in a real-world testbed. The data presented in this study are openly available
in FigShare [26]. We build our SDN-enabled infrastructure in the Industrial
IoT lab12 located in Ghent, Belgium. This area is a representative warehouse
environment of 253 m2. At the entrance of the warehouse, there is an open
space of 6 m length for drone tests, navigation, and Virtual Reality (VR) ex-
periments followed by an area with racks of 17 m length. The ceiling above is
2.5 m in height and provides railings with power and connectivity to integrate
hardware and sensors. Three APs are installed and eight Intel NUC nodes,
equipped with IEEE 802.11n cards, are used as STAs. A single computer,
connected to the wired segment, is used to run all network controllers and
systems. We have set the APs to operate on non-overlapping channels where
AP 1, 2, and 3, are set to channels 7, 11, and 1, respectively. Figure 7 shows
how nodes are displayed in the testbed.

5.1 Methodology & Workload

Throughout this evaluation, we generate four flows and analyze the results over
five minutes. To represent both control and communication protocols, which
are latency-sensitive, we generated ICMP and User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
synthetic traffic using ping13 and Iperf314. To avoid INT data overflown, the

12 https://www.ugent.be/ea/idlab/en/research/research-infrastructure/industrial-iot-
lab.htm
13 https://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man8/ping.8.html
14 https://github.com/esnet/iperf
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Table 1: Workload of applications during the experimentation.

APP SRC DST Flow Data rate Latency Jitter

1 STA 6 STA 7 UDP 1 Mbps ≤20 ms ≤10 ms
2 STA 4 STA 8 UDP 4 Mbps N/A N/A
3 STA 5 STA 2 ICMP 0.5 kbps N/A N/A
4 STA 1 STA 3 ICMP 0.5 kbps N/A N/A

buffer length for UDP packets is set to 500 bytes whereas ICMP is 64 bytes. The
workflow parameters of each application and node pairs are given in Table 1.

To provide traffic isolation, we instantiate a dedicated slice per application.
The quantum values of slices are initialized with 12 000 us each and the queue
size of each slice is 500. Flows are generated between different pairs of STAs,
therefore, include both uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) transmissions. UL and
DL flows are characterized as the traffic generated from STAs to APs and from
APs to STAs, accordingly. We created the two following experimental setups:

– Experiment 1: we investigate the impact of changing the MCSes range,
used by APs’ Minstrel rate control algorithm, on the reliability of flows.

– Experiment 2: as APs are usually the bottlenecks for the traffic in IEEE
802.11 networks, we analyze whether the QoS delivery can be enhanced by
performing airtime-based network slicing at the RAN.

In both experiments, the SD-RAN controller polls for slice statistics every
second while the INT-enabled packets are transmitted every five seconds. At
the SD-RAN controller, the SMA and the SMM are calculated regarding the
last ten measurements. To calculate the E2E latency of applications requires
clock synchronization among our nodes and, to do so, we used the Network
Time Protocol (NTP).

5.2 Experiment 1: MCS selection and reliability

In this experiment, we perform changes to the MCSes enabled for AP/STA
communications, as being the network administrator. By lowering the MCS
rates, reliability might be enhanced in scenarios with low Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR) conditions. For example, in scenarios such as in future digital factories,
production lines are usually confined to specific locations under private own-
ership and therefore the level of interference in such private spaces can be
controlled. However, because frames would require more airtime to be trans-
mitted, this increases the probability of collisions and, hence, retransmissions.
Although, we aim at showing how our approach assists the network adminis-
trator to understand the network behavior and address troubleshooting. The
workload and QoS requirements are presented in Table 1 and the reconfigura-
tions are presented in Table 2.

Figures 8 and 9 show the hop-by-hop and E2E network statistics collected
from our INT implementation along the experiment time span. The markers
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Fig. 8: Experiment 1 hop-by-hop INT measurements.

Table 2: Network reconfigurations performed in experiment 1.

Event Time (sec) Description Values

1 85 Low MCSes 0 to 4
2 170 High MCSes 12 to 15
3 250 Default MCSes 0 to 15

show the presence of INT measurements related to the four applications we ran.
The gray vertical dotted lines show the network reconfigurations performed by
the network administrator and the red horizontal dotted lines show the QoS
requirements.

Figures 8a and 8b show the statistics of the first and second hops. The
first hop is related to STA/AP transmissions and the second is conversely,
i.e., UL and DL transmissions. The statistics present information regarding
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Fig. 9: Experiment 1 E2E latency and jitter of applications.
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Fig. 10: Experiment 1 slice throughput of applications 1 and 2.

MCS, RSSI, the retransmission flag, and processing delay per node and appli-
cation. During this experiment, although the RSSIs are stable and favorable,
the MCSes vary among applications. Also, apart from a few outliers, the INT
processing delay is often very low (below half millisecond) and the retrans-
mission flag shows no retransmissions for first-hop transmissions. Second-hop
statistics show, besides retransmissions, weaker RSSIs regarding application 2
(i.e., RSSIs perceived from AP 3 at STA 4).

In an endeavor to reduce the occurrence of retransmissions at the second
hop, the administrator lowers the MCSes (event 1). As a result, the MCSes
used are of the highest value allowed, i.e., MCS 4, rather than varying between
5 and 7. This has shown a first positive impact in terms of retransmissions
where no retransmissions were reported during a period of ≈30 sec. However,
application 2 has also not reported INT measurements for, approximately, the
same period (highlighted in Figure 8b).

To understand the absence and delays of such measurements, we analyze
the E2E statistics of applications and the throughput of slices for applications
1 and 2, which demand the most throughput among them. Figures 9a and 9b
show that the E2E latency and jitter whereas Figure 10 presents the through-
put of slices for applications 1 and 2. At first, the E2E latency is positively
affected by lowering the MCSes. However, after a few seconds (≈30 sec), values
dramatically increase while the throughput of slices decreases. Slices handling
applications 1 and 2 have their throughput reduced by ≈14 % and ≈43 %,
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Table 3: Network reconfigurations performed in experiment 2.

Event Time (sec) Description Values

1 132 APP 2 quantum decrease 12 000 us to 2 us
2 177 APP 2 low quantum 2 us
3 271 Default quantum 12 000 us

respectively. Whilst the throughput of slices recover, the E2E latency of appli-
cations 1 and 2 reach maximums of ≈1.8 sec and ≈2.4 sec where, previously,
values were no higher than 200 ms. Besides, Figure 9b presents a higher jitter
after lowering the MCSes.

As a second reconfiguration (event 2), the administrator increases the al-
lowed MCSes. However, the selected MCSes uses two spatial streams, and
therefore require two discrete antennas at both transmitter and receiver. In
our setup, nodes use only one spatial stream and therefore the MCSes can only
range between 0 to 7 when STAs operate in the 2.4 GHz band. Because of such
misconfiguration, INT measurements are not received at the controller while
the throughput has dropped almost entirely. Realizing that, the administra-
tor performs the third reconfiguration (event 3) where all MCSes are allowed
to be selected by the Minstrel rate control algorithm. Thus, reestablishing
connectivity for all nodes.

5.3 Experiment 2: network slicing and QoS

In this experiment, we analyze the impact of airtime-based network slicing
on the E2E metrics of applications 1 and 2. In addition to higher demands,
applications 1 and 2 compete for resources in the same AP. Figure 11 shows
the E2E network statistics collected from our INT implementation along the
experiment time span. The markers show the presence of INT measurements
related to the four applications we ran. The gray vertical dotted lines show the
network reconfigurations performed by the network administrator and the red
horizontal dotted lines show the QoS requirements. The workload and QoS
requirements are presented in Table 1 and the reconfigurations are in Table 3.

Figures 11a and 11b show the E2E latency and jitter for applications 1 and
2. In this experiment, we started application 2 a few seconds later (≈10 sec)
which allowed us to verify that the QoS requirements of application 1 can be
satisfied with the current placement and transmission capabilities of nodes.
However, when applications 1 and 2 are active and therefore must share re-
sources on the same AP (i.e., AP 3), the QoS requirements of application 1
are not satisfied. In this case, the E2E latency and jitter are above 20 ms and
10 ms with averages of 159 ms and 166 ms, respectively.

In an attempt to delay frames from application 2 and, hence, accelerate the
dequeueing of frames from application 1, the network administrator performs a
first reconfiguration (event 1 in Table 3). The network administrator activates
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Fig. 11: Experiment 2 E2E latency and jitter of applications.
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Fig. 12: Experiment 2 slice throughput and quantum configurations for appli-
cations 1 and 2.

a control application at the SD-RAN controller that, at every five seconds,
reduces the quantum of application 2 by 60 % of its current value in case the
QoS requirements of application 1 are not satisfied. This, until the quantum
for such slice, reaches a minimum value threshold of 2 us. Figure 12 presents
the throughput of slices and their quantum configurations.

In Figure 12b, the quantum configuration for the slice handling application
2 has reached the minimum value after event 2 in second 177. As a consequence,
frames are being held longer in the queue and eventually dropped if the capac-
ity limit is reached. As the buffer length for UDP packets is set to 500 bytes
and the queue size of each slice is 500, the maximum throughput that can be
held within the queue is equivalent to 2 Mbps. Figure 12a presents when the
throughput of application 2 drops due to the low quantum configuration. As
a consequence, the E2E latency of both application drop and application 1
meets its QoS requirements. At around second 240, the E2E jitter is also met.
Finally, to demonstrate again the impact of the quantum configurations on
the E2E metrics, the default configuration is set once again (event 3). As a
result, the throughput of application 2 is reestablished while the E2E latency
and jitter of both applications increase.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have addressed an SD-RAN interactive management ap-
proach assisted by INT in IEEE 802.11 networks. With the centralized view
of the network, our approach enables the network administrator to visualize
fine-grained network metrics and interact with the network via airtime-based
network slicing and the definition of transmission policies. IEEE 802.11 net-
works are still a viable option for indoor networks while latency-related have
been often neglected. Therefore, we believe that SDN-tailored systems need to
support fine-grained monitoring as well as enhanced QoS delivery. Differently
from most work in the literature, our approach monitors the wireless links
using INT and enables enhanced network awareness throughout interactive
visualizations.

Inspired by future digital factories scenarios, we presented the potential of
having an SDN centralized management system assisted by the fine-grained
network information from INT. Throughout our experimentation, we demon-
strated how our approach can assist network management at runtime. Apart
from the longstanding need for enhanced network programmability, we can
highlight two major challenges to be addressed. First, the low-level of the tun-
able parameters the lack of validation for reconfigurations make it difficult to
identify misconfigurations. Although INT provides fine-grained network infor-
mation, due to unknown network conditions, obstacles, and possible hardware
failures, is yet a difficult task to correlate network configurations with the
performance metrics. Second, as wireless conditions change quickly, manage-
ment systems should react fast to performance degradation, e.g., in order of
milliseconds or less. Therefore, although the known complexity of the wire-
less environment, there is a need for intelligent and, most likely, decentralized
management solutions.

As future work, we plan to address the design of intelligent, distributed,
and collaborative network management solutions. As a first step, we plan the
design of a more deterministic scheduling algorithm for precise QoS service
differentiation on the AP. As consequence, we plan to adapt our management
approach to consider decentralized control actions targeting local and global
end-goals.
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